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This paper presents some comparison theorems on the oscillatory behavior 
of solutions of second-order functional differential equations. Here we state one 
of the main results in a simplified form: Let 4,~ , , T* be nonnegative continuous 
functions on (0, a)) such that 71 - 72 is a bounded function on [l, CO) and 
t - TX(t) -+ ccj if t --f co. Then ji(f) + q(t)y(t - am) = 0 is oscillatory if and 
only if j(t) + q(f)y(t - am) = 0 is oscillatory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we use the following notations and abbreviations: 
C(A) is the set of all continuous mappings of A into 08, CfO = C((t, , CD)), 
Cc and Ct; are the sets of all nonnegative and all nonpositive functions in CtO , 
respectively. Constant functions are simply denoted by their value. By Y we 
denote the set consisting of all functions 3’ E C, with the property that 1 y  1 is 
positive and concave (and hence monotonically nondecreasing) on (0, 00) and 
] y(t)1 = o(t), (t ---t 03). We recall that a functiony E C, is called concave if for all 
(Y E [0, I] and all positive numbers t, , 2 t we have y(at, + (1 - CL) tz) > ay(tl) + 
(1 - a.) y(t2). By a delay we mean a function Q- E C,+ with the property that 
1 - I --+ cc if t + cc). 
Remark. With obvious modifications our considerations will remain valid if 
the domain of definition of 7 is (to, co) instead of (0, CD). 
The goal of this paper is to present comparison theorems about the oscillatory 
behavior of solutions of second-order functional differential equations. In order 
to give a clear idea of our method we postpone the general case to Section 7 and 
first treat equations 
Y(t) + !mr(t - 7(t)) = 0, 
where 4 t C,,+ and 7 is a delay. We shall refer to this equation by the symbol 
D Q.7 . 
By a solution of D,,, we mean a continuous function y  on some interval 
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(to , co) where t, > 0, with the property that there is a number t, , t, > t, , 
such that t - I > t, if t > t, and such that y is twice continuously differ- 
entiable for t > tr , satisfying D,,, for t > t, . An equation DgV7 is called oscilla- 
tory if every solution of D,,, has arbitrarily large (positive) zeros. A solution J of 
D 9,, is called nontrivial if for every r > 0 there is a number t, t > I, such that 
y(t) f 0. A solution y of D,,, is called a positive (negative) solution if there is 
a number t, , such that y(t) > 0 (< 0) for t ,> to . 
The oscillatory behavior of special cases of second-order functional differential 
equations has been already the subject of several papers [l, 3, 5, 6, 8, 93. The 
main results of the present paper are of a different nature and seem to be new. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In Section 4 we give a proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let q1 , q2 be functions in Co+, and let r1 , rz be delays. Suppose 
that for every positive y E Y there are nonnegative constants MI , M, , such that, 
fm all t su$kiently large, the following two inequalities hold: 
!7MY(t - TIM - Ml) - M‘J 6 4*(t)Y(t - T&N* 
Then we have: if D,l.,l is oscillatory then DP2,72 is oscillatory. 
Several interesting consequences of theorem 1 are treated in Section 5. In 
Section 6 we shall show that a condition of the form 
I 
m 
eateq(t) dt < 00, with 0:<2, 
never guarantees that all nontrivial solutions of y(t) + q(t)y(t - 1) = 0 (with 
q E Co+), are nonoscillatory. This result shows that Theorem 6 of [6] is incorrect. 
Finally, in Section 7, we generalize the results of Sections 3, 4, and 5 to larger 
classes of second-order functional differential equations. 
3. PRELIWNARIES 
In the sequel we need the following lemmas. 
LE~~MA 1. Let q E C,+ and let T be a delay. Suppose that there is a positive 
function y E Cc , which is dzj%rentiable for t > t, (where t, 3 0 and t, is such that 
t - 7(t) > to for t > t,), satisfying 
Y(t) a lrn qNy(s - 44) ds 0 > td 
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Then D,,, has a positive solution v, which moreover satisfies 
v(t) d y(t), (t > to) and e’(t) + 0, (t--f co). 
Proof. We define a sequence of continuous functions on (to , co) as follows: 
q(t) = 4’(t), (t > to), 
vn+dt) == r(t), (to < t < t, , n = 1, 2 ,... ), 
C+,(t) = .$= ~(4 vn(s - +>) ds, (t > t, ) n = 1, 2 )... ). 
We have 
r&(t) = I,x q(s) y(s - T(S)) ds .< j(t) = Qt) (t > t1)* 
It follows that q(t) < q(t) for t > t, , whence 
cm q(s) v2(s - T(S)) ds < cc (t 1-b t1). 
‘t 
It easily follows by induction that: 
21,+1(t) < v,(t) (t > t, , n = 1, 2,...) 
0 d %L+dt) d Cl(t) (t > t, ) 71 = 1, 2,...) 
0 > ii n+&> 2 c?(t) (t > t, , 72 = 2, 3,...) 
We conclude that v, tends to a positive limit function v and that ti, tends to a 
limit function w. Clearly v(t) <y(t), (t > t,,) and v(t) > y(tl), (t >, tl). It is now 
a routine matter to prove that ti = w, and (by Lebesgue’s theorem on dominated 
convergence) that 
ti(t) = irn q(s) v(s - T(S)) ds (t > t1). 
Hence v is a positive solution of D,,, . Obviously -i(t) + 0 (t 4 m). 
Remark. Clearly Lemma 1 holds for a larger class of T’S namely 
(7 E Co+ 1 t - T(t) > to if t > tl}. 
LEMMA 2. Let t, be a nonnegative number. Let u be a positive and concave 
function in CtO such that u(t) = o(t), (t -+ CO). Then there is a number t, , t, > t, , 
and a positive function y E Y such that y(t) = u(t), (t > tJ, and moreover, if 
t3 > t, > t1 , then t,lu(t,) >, t,lu(t,). 
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The proof is elementary. The lemma is easily visualized by drawing a 
diagram. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We assume that DQl,rl is oscillatory and DQzmT, is not. Then there exists a 
solution u of DP2,T2 which has no large positive zeros. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that u is a positive solution. We select numbers tr , t, , such that 
u(t) > 0, (t > tr) and t - am > t1 , (t > ta). Clearly ti(t) is nonnegative and 
monotonically nonincreasing for t > t, . Integrating D, 7 from t to x where 2’ ? 
t, < t < x, we get 
c(t) - zi(r) = jts qa(s) u(s - T&)) ds. 




q&) 4s - 4)) ds < 00 (t > td, 
t 
By Lemma 1 it follows that we may suppose, without loss of generality, that 
G(t) -+ 0 (t -+ CD). Hence, from Lemma 2 and the conditions of Theorem 1, we 
infer that there are nonnegative numbers Mi , Ma and a number ta , with 
ta 3 t, + Mi , such that, for all t > t3 , we have: 
t - 72(t) > t, 1 t - Q(t) - Ml > t, , u(t - 7-1(t) - Aq) - M, > 0, 
4lWW - T&J - w> - J&l G qdf) u@ - ?zw 
Put y(t) = u(t - Mi) - Ma . Then 
q&) y(t - T&j) = q1@)(@ - 4) - Ml) - @A G cz&> Nt - 4)) (t>ts)* 
Hence 
By application of Lemma 1 it follows that Do,+, has a positive solution; this 
contradicts the assumption. 
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5. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
-An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is 
THEOREM 2. Let q E C,,+. Let 71 , 72 be delays such that 71 ~- rz IS bounded on 
some interval [to , CO). Then D, T . 1 is oscillatory if and only if DP,TL is oscillatory. 
Proof. Take Mr = max,,,O 1 TV - ~a 1, M, = 0 and apply Theorem I. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let q E C,,+ and let 7 be a delay. If  D,., is oscillatory then 
ji(t) + (1 + cd(t - -r(t))-l) q(t)y(t - T(t)) = 0 is oscillatory for all real 0~. 
Proof. Let 3’ ä I- be a positive function. If  OL > 0 then triviall! 
q(t) y(t - T(t)) < (1 + ol(t - 3-(t))-l) q(t) y(t - T(t)) for all t sufficiently large. 
If  (y. < 0 then, for all t sufficiently large, 
q(t)(y(t - T(t)) - &‘(I)) < (1 + a(t - T(t)>-‘) q(t) y(t - T(t)). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let q E C’s+. Let T be a delay which is bounded on some interval 
[t, , co). Then we have: D,., is oscillatory if and only if D,,, is oscillatory. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2. 
Remark 1. If  in Example 2 the condition “T is bounded” is replaced by the 
condition “t-lT(t) + 0, (t - CD)” then we get a false statement as is shown by 
the following example. Let 
and 
q(t) = &“(l i- (log t)-1) 
T(t) = t( 1 + 2 log t)( 1 + log t)-“. 
Then D,,, is oscillatory (see [4, p. 20]), but D,,, has the solution T(t) = ~/a. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let q E Cc,+ and let 7 be a delay. Then we have: 
If  ji(t) + (1 - t-%(t)) q(t)y(t) = 0 
j;(t) + s(t) y(t - T(t)) = 0 
is oscillatory then 
is oscillatory. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2 and Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. Observing the proof of Theorem 1 we see that the condition in 
Theorem 1 can be weakened as follows: For every positive function y  E Y with 
the property that 
s 
co 
q&J y(t - T&J) dt < m, 
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there are nonnegative constants Ml , Mz such that, for all t sufficiently large, the 
following two inequalities hold: 




q,(s)(p(s - 71(s) - Ml) - M,) ds < Jtm q&) y(s - ‘r(s)) ds. 
1Ve shall not pay attention to this generalization of Theorem 1, except for one 
example. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let q E C,,+ and let 01 be a positive number. Then we have: 
j(t) + q(t) y(t) = 0 is oscillatory if and only if 
j;(t) T (a-l Jtt+. q(s) ds) y(t) = 0 is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let y  E 1’ be a positive function. Then, changing the order of integra- 
tion, we easily derive that 
),I- q(s) !(s - LX) ds < s,m 01-l (iSs+* q(u) do) y(s) ds <I lrn q(s) y(s) ds. 
for all sufficiently large t. 
6. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
It is well known (for instance, see [4, p. 41) that all nontrivial solutions of 
ji(t) + q(t)4’(t) = 0, (1) 
where q E C,-, are nonoscillatory if (1) is not oscillatory. We shall provide an 
example showing that such a statement is not true for all equations 
j(t) + q(t) y(t - 1) = 0. (2) 
Besides, we remark that such a situation is also possible for nonlinear equations 
without delay; for example jj(t) + @3y3(t) = 0 has both nontrivial oscillatory 
and nonoscillatory solutions [7, pp. 33, 341. Moreover, in the case of Eq. (1) one 
can give conditions, which guarantee that all nontrivial solutions are nonoscilla- 
tory. For example “s” tq(t) dt < co” is such a condition. Our example will show 
also that there are no conditions of the form s” &q(t) dt < co with OL < 2, 
which guarantee that all nontrivial solutions of (2) are nonoscillatory. , 
First we give some heuristics. Since (2), and hence (I), (Example 1 of Section 5) 
has to be not oscillatory, we try a function q(t) which tends rather fast to zero 
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if t -+ co. This implies that the “characteristic equation” of (2) z2 - pe-Z = 0 
has solutions z with Im z Q r . Moreover, it can be proved that large successive 
zeros of a nontrivial oscillatory solution of (2) are less than 1 apart, in the case 
that (2) is not oscillatory. Therefore it is reasonable to try a solution of the form 
j)(t) = r(t) tMt) with q,(t) : n. 
We are now able to start a precise calculation. All asymptotic statements will be 
with respect to t---f zt. Substituting in (2) I = exp(-4(t) + kr(t ~- 0(t))), 
$ = 7 and using the abbreviation nj = f(t - 1) - f(t), we get 
7j = -(7?(1 - B )’ + 74 cot de) - 27r(l - 8) cot 7rLle 7j A ‘72, 
sin rrLl0. e-**q = 2a(l - 0) 7 + n-4. 
(3) 
(4) 
Several choices for 0 are possible. CYe shall calculate the case 0(t) = t-l. Setting 
p = 7 - 2t2 + 2t in (3) we find 
'-*b = 4 + B(t) p + y(t)p2, 
where a, /I, y  have asymptotic series in terms of powers of t-l, the first few terms 
being given by 
a(t) a -4 + 4t-’ + .“, 
/3(t) e 2 - 2t-1 A . ..) 
y(t) = tr’. 
Hence (5) is a so-called unstable Riccati equation, which has exactly one bounded 
solution p. This solution has an asymptotic series 
P(t) * Y. + rp + r,t-* + "'> 
which formally satisfies Eq. (5). For a detailed treatment of this result on Riccati 
equations see [2, pp. 184-1861. By means of substitution we find ra = 2, rl = 0. 
It follows that r&t) 1 2t2 - 2t + 2 + Ott-2), hence 
t)(t) = $3 - t* + 2t + c + O(t-1). 
Applying this to (4) we find 
q(t) = 4t+2t2+4f-11/3( 1 + O(t-I)), 
which corresponds with nonoscillatory equations (1) and (2). Nevertheless we 
have found a nontrivial oscillating solution of (2), and, moreover, 
.r 
m 
e=fPq(t) nt < co if a<2. 
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Remark. We can get even sharper results. If we choose e(t) = tP, where rz 
is a positive integer, then we find similarly $(t) N 2(n” + 2~2)V+s, q(t) = 
exp[-2n-ltn+-i + O(P)]; and if we choose 0(t) = e-t then we get #(t) N 2et 
and q(t) = exp[-(1 - e-l) e*(l + o(l))]. 
7. GENERALIZATIONS 
First we introduce some more notation. We shall use Church’s lambda nota- 
tion: X&(X) means a function with domain A and with function values given 
by the expression f(x). For example; if f = h,,n~~ then f(x) = x2 for all real s. 
The letter 8 always denotes a variable which runs through all reals of [0, 11. 
Therefore we simply write A, instead of AeE[,,il . Sometimes we write At instead 
of h ts(tl.@=J) without specifying t, . 
We shall also use some abbreviations. C is the Banach space C([O, 11) with the 
sup-norm. Cf and C- are the sets of all nonnegative and all nonpositive functions 
in C, respectively. 
GtO is the set of all functions g E C((t, , co) x C) satisfying, for all t > t, , the 
conditions: 
(9 g(t, 0) = 0 
(ii) if vi , P)~ E Cf, such that vi - ~a E C+ then g(t, yl) >, g(t, p)*), 
(iii) if vi , 9)s E C-, such that v1 - vs E C- then g(t, pl) < g(t, &. 
We write g E G if we do not want to specify t, . 
Let t, , t, be nonnegative numbers. If g E Gf, and if 7 is a delay such that 
t - T(t) > tl for t > t, , then 
f(t, Y> = go, hY(t - 44 w (*) 
defines a function on (tz , co) x Cfl . The set of all functions f with a domain 
including (tz , co) x Ct, , such that the restriction off to (t2 , co) x Cfl is of the 
form (*) is denoted by Ftl,t, . If we do not want to specify tl , t, then we write 
fEF. 
We remark that for a given f EF the representation in the form 
h,,d(t, h&t - r(t) 0)) is not unique. 
EXAMPLE. Let 4E C,+. Let f (t, y) = q(t) y(t - 1). Then f (t, y) == 
g(t, h,y(t - T(t) 0)) with g(t, v) = q(t) v(l), T(t) = 1 but also with g(t, q) = 
4(t) Pm 44 = 2. 
The class of equations we want to consider are of the form 
y(t) +f(t,y) = 0, 
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where f EF. We shall refer to this equation by the symbol D, or D,,, , By a 
solution of D, we mean a continuous function y  on some interval (to , co), with 
t, L? 0, having the property that there is a number t, , t, > t, , such that 
f q.t, and such that y  is twice continuously differentiable on (tr , CD), satisfying 
D, for f>t,. The definitions of “Df is oscillatory,” “nontrivial solution,” 
“positive and negative solutions” are the same as m the introduction. The results 
are analogous to previous results. 
LEMMA 1’. Let t, >, 0. Let f E FfO,rl and let y  E C$ be d#erentiable for t > t, , 
satisfying 
9(t) 2 [lf b, u) ds (f > td ‘f 
Then D, has a positive solution v, which moreover satisfies v(t) <y(t), (t > to) 
and i)(t) -+ 0 (t + 00). 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 1’. Let fi , fi E F simultaneous~. Suppose that for every y E Y there 
are nonnegative constants MI , 44: , , such that, for all t su..cientl~~ large, the 
following two inequalities hold: 
I y(t)1 - Jf2 > 0, 
I fi(t, hy(t - Ml) - W w v)l < I f&, 9. 
(sgn y  equals + 1 or - 1 according to whether y  is a positive or a negative function). 
Then we have: If Dfl is oscillatory then Df, is oscillatory. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, but one remark may be 
useful. The phrase “without loss of generality we may assume that u is a positive 
solution” must be changed in “We assume u to be a positive solution. If  u is a 
negative solution then the proof is the same with jr , f2 instead of fi , f2 . (f is 
defined byf(t, y) := -f(t, -y)). Furth er we assume that fi = ht.,gl(t, h,y(t - 
Tl(t) 0)) and f2 = h,,,g.Jt, y(t - Te(t) 0)) where g, and g, in G and or and 7s are 
delays.” 
THEOREM 2’. Let g E G and let 71 , T, be delays, such that 71 - r2 is bounded 
on some interval [to, KI). Then D, r is oscihatory if and only if D,., is oscillatory. ’ I 
EXAMPLE 1. Let f EF. Let fa EF be defined for all real c1 by fJt, y) == 
f(t, A,(1 + at-l)>(t)). Then we have: If  D, is oscillators then D, is oscillator\* I 
for all real 01. 
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ExAhfPLE 2. Let (Y be a positive number. Let p E C’s+. Let T be a delay. Then 
we have: If  y(t) + q(t)(l + cy(1 + 1 y(t - ~(t))l)-‘) y(t - I) = 0 is oscillatory 
then y(t) + q(t) y(t - I) = 0 is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let y  E Y. Without loss of generality we may assume that y  is a 
positive function. We define a constant M as follows: If  y(t) -+ L, (t --f KJ) then 
M = L(l + a)-l; if y(t) - 00, (t - co) then M = 01. Then we have, for all t 
sufficiently large, that q(t)(l f  ~(1 + y(t - T(t)) - 43))r)(y(t - I) - Al) < 
q(t) y(t - I) and y(t) - M > 0. Then we apply Theorem 1’. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let q1 , qz be functions in C,,+. Let 71 , T? be delays. Suppose 
that 72 is bounded on some interval [t,, , co). Then we have 
ji(t) + Ql(t)Y@ - Tl(t)) + &)Y(t - Te(t)) = o 
is oscillatory if and only if y(t) + ql(t) y(t - Tl(t)) + q*(t) y(t) = 0 is oscillatory. 
The latter equation is oscillatory if y(t) $ (1 - t-‘Tl(t)) ql(t) y(t) +- q?(t) y(t) = 0 
is oscillatory. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1’ and Lemma 2. 
Finally we present a sufficient condition for D,,, to be oscillatory in the case 
that 7 is unbounded. 
THEOREM 4. Let g E G. Let T be a delay which is d@=rentiable on som interval 
(tl , co) and +(t) < 1 for t > t, . Then D,,, is oscillatory if D,,,,, is oscillatory. 
Here g* is de$ned by 
g*k v) = (1 - +WN-lg@(t)~ vh (t > 4 , v E C), 
where h E Ctl is defined by h(t) - T(h(t)) = t. 
Proof. We suppose that DI*,O is oscillatory and D,., is not. As in the proof 
of Theorem 1’ we may assume that there exists a positive solution u of D,,r . 
Then there is a number t, with t, > t, such that u(t - T(t)) > 0 if t > t, and 
q) > ag(s, &U(S - T(S) 6)) ds (t > te). 
Let t, be such that t - T(t) > t, if t > t, . Then, since k(t) > 0 if t > t, , we 
have 
c(t) > j-t,= g(S, +(s - T(s))) ds (t > t3). 
40916311-5 
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Put s = h(a). Then 
w 3 1’ t-a g@(o), &a(~))(1 - +(4u)Y do
3 s OLi g(W, bb))U - +WW da 0 > t3)- t
Application of Lemma 1’ completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let 4 E Cc,+. Then we have: If  J(t) + 2q(2t)y3(t) = 0 is 
oscillatory then j(t) + g(t) y”(&) = 0 is oscillatory. 
Remark. Applying Lemma 2 and Theorem 1’ we get the result: I f  ji(t) + 
&(t)y3(t) = 0 is oscillatory then y(t) + q(t)y3(&) = 0 is oscillatory. This 
statement is weaker than the statement of example 4, which can be seen as 
follows: If  we put t = 2s, ~(2s) = W(S), then the equation ji(t) + &q(t) y”(t) = 0 
is transformed into the equation w”(s) + &&!.s) zu3(s) = 0. 
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